**How to view your PSAT results**

1. Log in to an existing College Board account or create a new one at studentscores.collegeboard.org
2. Select PSAT/NMSQT Scores (or use “missing scores” to locate scores)

**What do your scores tell you?**

➢ Total Score = Evidence Based Reading and Writing Score + Math Score

   Example: Total Score **830**

   Evidence Based Reading and Writing Score **330**

   Math Score **500**

➢ Section, test, and subscores all report scores in performance zones which indicate whether you are on track for success in the first year of college (color coded green, yellow, and red)

➢ Look at the type of questions that you answered incorrectly or skipped

➢ Identify which AP courses you show potential in

**Personalized practice to improve scores with SATPractice.org**

1. After logging into your College Board account, you will be asked to authorize the account linking
2. Click on “SAT Practice on Khan Academy” from home score report page
3. Khan Academy will request authorization, click green “Send” button
   a. This will redirect to SATPractice.org on Khan Academy
4. Create an account with Khan Academy or sign in to a previously created account

**FAQs**

How do I tell if my accounts linked successfully?

- When in SATPractice.org, click on username in top right corner of screen
- Click on Settings and scroll down to “Connected to CollegeBoard.org”
- If “Disconnect” button is available, your account is linked

What if I didn’t take the PSAT/NMSQT?

- Scores will not be seen when logged into SATPractice.org
- Diagnostics tests for Evidence-Based Reading and Math will be available to provide data for personalized practice

What if I can’t remember my College Board login information?

- Click on “forgot password” OR
- Click on “contact us” and call for the email you used to register Phone: 866-433-7728